You are a member of the Brotherhood, a covert revolutionary movement dedicated to overthrowing Big Brother. While it is impossible to know the exact number or the identities of Brotherhood members, you do know that the revolution you seek can only happen when a majority of Party Members join your cause.

**OBJECTIVES**

To win this game, you must:

Work with others in the Brotherhood to recruit Party Members. If you recruit a majority of the population, you will win the game.

Avoid being vaporized by the Thought Police. If the Thought Police vaporize all of the Brotherhood, you lose the game.

**STRATEGIES**

Rely on your own observations to seek out willing recruits.

Use written notes to avoid being detected by the telescreens.

Pay attention to Party Members. Some may betray you to guarantee their own survival.

**KEY COMMANDS**

*Recruiting a new member:* To recruit the player Jones to the Underground, **recruit Jones** when you’re in the same room. Jones will then accept or decline your offer. Trying to recruit a member of the Thought Police will result in instant vaporization.

*Writing a note:* Paper may be found in a junk shop in the Proletariat Quarter. Take the paper from the box by typing **take paper1 from box**. To write the message “join the revolution” on the paper, type **write join the revolution on paper1**.

To give the paper to a character named Jones, type **hand paper1 to Jones** when you’re in the same room. To read it, type **read paper1**.

To dispose of the paper, find a memory hole and type **put paper1 in memory hole**. Remember, there is a limited supply of paper.